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410 Masons Road, Mernda, Vic 3754

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 3 Area: 1133 m2 Type: House
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A modern, architectural masterpiece, this lavish, four-bedroom, state-of-the-art residence takes luxury living to new

heights, combining cutting-edge design with striking street presence sweeping wide across a 1,133m2 allotment (approx.)

surrounded by parklands.Under soaring 4.25meter (approx.) ceilings, the sense of light and proportion here is

extraordinary. Without sacrificing any of its privacy this entertainer's haven offering a seamless flow between vast indoor

and outdoor spaces, at its heart a custom-designed NEF/SMEG kitchen and full-length butler's pantry that can cater for

any occasion while exposed polished concrete flooring dominates the expansive and light-filled central lounge and dining

zone.Dining is defined by brilliant pendants, while the lounge is warmed by an ambient gas fireplace. Through open glass

sliders in the warmer months and dine al fresco utilizing a built-in BBQ along with separate Woodfire Pizza oven, plus

outdoor heating, surround sound and overlooking a glittering full-length magnesium solar and gas heated pool with

separate spa and outdoor shower comes with resort style gardens and easy living. The relentless sense of private

indulgence continues into the generously proportioned master suite, that itself flows through custom-built walk-in robes

to the sanctuary of a five-star ensuite. Meanwhile, the remaining bedrooms, themselves appointed with impressive

walk-in robes, enjoy convenient proximity to another bathroom that has been superbly themed to the master suite.As

expected in a home of this caliber, the comprehensive list of quality extras:•  Alarm system•  52 Solar panels •  Three car

garage•  Two powder rooms•  15 Security cameras•  Built in gas fireplace•  CBUS control system•  Smeg induction

cooktop •  Motorized sheer curtains •  Ample storage solutions•  NEFF double steam ovens• Two integrated dishwashers

•  Automated Sprinkler System•  Hydronic floor heating throughout •  Integrated Liebherr fridge, freezer •  Large home

office, fit for a workforce•  Side access ideal for caravans or boats•  Zoned speaker system inside and outside• 

Refrigerated heating and cooling throughout•  Double Glazed windows and doors throughout•  Laundry with linen

walk-in, built-in laundry baskets• His and Hers separate wardrobe in master, double vanity in ensuite • Complete Cinema

room with Epsom Projector and built in speakers• Feature LED track lighting in the wardrobes, bathrooms, kitchen and

living areas• Sizeable shed in the backyard perfect for a home gym, man cave or large home workspace DISCLAIMER:This

document has been prepared to assist solely in the marketing of this property. While all care has been taken to ensure the

information provided herein is correct, we do not take responsibility for any inaccuracies. Accordingly, all interested

parties should make their own enquiries to verify the information.


